Education Programme

Habitats and Food Chains
Where does this bird live?
Join the bird to its home

Duck

Garden (Image: Credit visitisleofman.com)

Robin

Hills and Mountains (Image: Credit visitisleofman.com)

Water (Image: Credit Rightmove)
Buzzard

Illustrations: Credit Mike Langman (rspb-images.com)
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Education Programme

Habitats and Food Chains

Bird’s beaks

and feet

A sharp beak

give clues to where birds live and what they like to eat.

and sharp claws means the bird eats meat.

A flat, wide beak

means the bird eats weed and tiny insects that live in the water.

These birds have webbed feet.

A small pointed

beak means the bird is really good at catching insects. These birds have short toes for

sitting on branches and wires.
Illustrations: Credit Mike Langman (rspb-images.com)
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Education Programme

Habitats and Food Chains
Draw a line to match the bird to the description and then to its habitat.
Buzzard
This bird has a small pointed beak, short
wings and feet that make it easy to land on
trees. This bird eats insects and spiders in
the summer and berries and seeds in the
winter. It lives in the woods but can also be
seen in the garden.
Great Tit

This bird has webbed feet, a beak with a
tube on top and pointed wings. This bird
eats fish and squid. Its pointed wings make
it easy to soar and glide as this bird lives out
at sea. It lands on the cliffs in spring to
make its nest.

Sea (Image: gov.im)

Hills and Mountains (Image: Credit visitisleofman.com)

Fulmar
This bird has a sharp beak, sharp long claws
and wide wings. This bird eats meat. It lives
in the mountains.
Woods (Image: Credit Manx Wildlife Trust)
Illustrations: Credit Mike Langman (rspb-images.com)
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Education Programme

Habitats and Food Chains
Fill in the words (Flowers and Snail) and colour the pictures to finish the two food chains.

F_ _ _ _ _ _

S_ _ _ _

Song Thrush

Fish
Puffin
Larvae
Flower image: Credit Dobies; Snail Image: Credit Countryfile.com; Song Thrush Image: Credit Norfold Wildlife Trust; Plankton Image: Credit Pinteres; Fish Image: Credit Pinterest; Atlantic Puffin Image: Credit Supercoloring.com
Illustrations: Credit Mike Langman (rspb-images.com)
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Habitats and Food Chains
Answers

Duck

Water

Robin

Garden

Buzzard

Buzzard.

Great Tit.
in the

Fulmar.
easy to soar

Hills and Mountains

This bird has a sharp beak, sharp long claws and wide wings. This bird eats meat. It lives in the mountains.

This bird has a small pointed beak, short wings and feet that make it easy to land on trees. This bird eats insects and spiders
summer and berries and seeds in the winter. It lives in the woods but can also be seen in the garden.

This bird has webbed feet, a beak with a tube on top and pointed wings. This bird eats fish and squid. Its pointed wings make it
and glide as this bird lives out at sea. It lands on the cliffs in spring to make its nest.

Illustrations: Credit Mike Langman (rspb-images.com)
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